
Level: Lower Intermediate (beginning)
Topic: Professions
Grammar: Basic sentence, General questions
(after Blueprint Unit 8, Voltron ep.2)

Professions and questions
1) Read the green expressions aloud and translate them.

pilots
a pilot
teachers
a teacher
firefighters
a firefighter
scientists
a scientist
postmen
a postman
police officers
a police officer
presidents
the president

to make experiments
must be brave
to talk on the radio
to pilot a spaceship
to fly to space
to save people
to follow orders
to work on a computer
to take people to far planets
to have a bright intellect
to make mistakes
to send signals
to make reports
to be good at maths
to die like a hero
to give orders
to work in a team
to drive a car
to solve problems
to use a microscope
to be interested in science
to bring letters
to study nature
to go on dangerous missions
to teach students
to travel a lot
to work in a team
to ask many questions
to be strong
to work for the government

2) Make general questions with words from column 1 and  expressions from column 
2, ask them to your partner. Each student must ask 15 questions.
Example: Are police officers strong? → Yes, they are strong./ Does the president give 
orders? → Yes, the president gives orders.
3) Cover the green expressions.
Student 1 must say 7-8 sentences about anybody from column 1 (the same words in 
the plural and singular numbers are DIFFERENT words.)
Student 2 must say 7-8 sentences about another person/ persons of his/her choice 



from column 1.
Each student must tell 5 or 6 short stories.
4) a) write a story about presidents and send to your teacher to check
b) record an audio about a postman
WE WILL DO IT AGAIN AND AGAIN IF YOU MAKE MISTAKES!


